Alinco Dx-sr8t Mods
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The Alinco DX-SR9T is an easy-to-use, basic 100 W transceiver for 160 to 10 meters. The DX-SR9T is very similar to the DX-SR8T reviewed in the June 2011.

Adam woldenga: I have a question on this HF Rigg DX-SR8 I did the modification put when i go to test the radio it works great usb and lsb but AM it slams. RADIOHF - Icom 718 w UT-106 DSP Receive Unit: No known mods or problems. RADIOHF - 4SALE ALINCO DXSR8T 160-10 ALL MODE 100W: I HAVE HAD. -DX-SR8T 1.9~29MHz SSB/CW/AM/FM All-mode Desktop Transceiver · -DX-SR9T HF Alinco PC-15B DC Cable for DR-135/235/435/620/635 · ALS-1300.
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MC/MOD-ICV82. ICOM V82 MARS/CAP Modification for 136-174 MHz Transmit Operation. $35.00. CS-V82. ICOM V82 Programming Pkg.